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Fiona Tan’s works draw the gaze toward an activity that I would describe  
as out of the ordinary. With respect to a body of works characterized  
by a portrayal of what seems to be normal about places and contexts,  
out of the ordinary is perhaps the most pertinent description.
Yet the point is not just the fact that the gaze recalled by the works  
is out of the ordinary, but rather its origin and the way in which it acts: 
who detains an out of the ordinary gaze? And how is this ’out of the 
ordinariness’ installed? 

These are the main issues that arise in a work such as Inventory (2012) 
made up of six projections side by side on the wall, following the model of 
the Italian Quadreria – but which in fact pervade all of Fiona Tan’s oeuvre, 
gradually becoming clearer. 

My hypothesis is that Fiona Tan has created a method that is totally  
original and that is founded on her gaze; a method that is reversed into  
a compositional model and that generates an uncommon tension with the 
viewer. Filming, editing, display and vision are thus arranged into a regimen 
that breathes life into an ecosystem of symmetries between the artist,  
the subject of the work and the public, which balance each other 
impeccably and personally.

Visions and sensors

The island !gure recurs too often in Fiona Tan’s research to be fortuitous. 
It is evoked in Disorient (2009), but it is also the subject of Island (2008), 
a video made in Gotland, an isle off the east coast of Sweden. However, 
Cloud Island (2010) has a bizarre status that does not classify the work  
as belonging to either the landscape or the portrait tradition. There is an 
exemplary sequence in Cloud Island: a cat is contemplating an insect on 
the ground, between the outside and the inside of a house. A bell tolls 
twice. A minor event has either taken place or is about to, we do not know 

globalization and its origins. The other work on display, Cloud Island, is 
about the isle of Inujima, the symbol of four hundred years of Japanese 
industrialization that have completely distorted the life of the island and  
the customs of its people. In this work Fiona Tan uses the architecture  
ofthe place, the alternation between inhabited houses and abandoned 
buildings and gardens, as well as the granite quarries and inactive, disused 
copper re!neries, to recount the experience that transformed the island of 
!shermen and farmers into an almost deserted place after attempts at its 
industrialization fell through. 

As mentioned, the display design for the works has no architectural 
divisions. Disorient, Cloud Island and Inventory thrive within a single 
space, and the division into areas takes place solely by way of the 
dislocation of projection screens that create zones and ambiences for 
sounds and images. A pure dialogue with the architecture guarantees the 
integrity of each work and the concentration required for the enjoyment  
of each one. Fiona Tan’s works on display here build bridges that cross the 
centuries and capture the public in a unique and profound experience that 
does away with the spatio-temporal con!nes that really do exist.

Monia Trombetta, Assistant Curator, MAXXI Arte

To Be a Cloud, to Be an Archipelago.  
To Be Out of the Ordinary

1 Unpublished essay written on the occasion of the presentation of the exhibition project “Inventory”, 
produced thanks to the contribution of the Philadelphia Museum of Art and the Mondriaan Foundation  
of Amsterdam.
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which of the two is true. Change of scene: the camera is motionless and 
!lms the house from the outside, focusing on an elderly woman who is 
seated. Beside her is a cat, the same one from the previous sequence.  
 
Cut to the face of a woman, who hesitates as if she were thinking about 
whether or not to look into the camera. She eventually does and starts 
to talk. Another cut to a photo album and the camera slowly swings 
horizontally from left to right; the horizontal movement is not interrupted, 
rather, a very quick cut takes us to the images of the ruins of what seems 
to have been a house, without there ever being a clear distinction between 
the outside and the inside. 

The vision is immersed in a sense of absolute suspension.  
What gives it rhythm and beats out the tempo is of course the editing. 
In the following sequence, details of branches make way for a large  
vine-covered and wind-beaten rock, which in turn foreshadows the vision  
of a harbor !lmed from above, with the sky in the background divided by  
a grey cloud-bank !lled with electricity heralding a storm. This is followed  
by a long sequence on the clouds, explored from right to left. A further 
cut takes us to the old woman’s face, behind a window; the landscape is 
re"ected in her face as if it were a dissolve. It is a statement: landscape 
and portrait coincide; the people are the place and its representation. 
In the following sequence – vans alighting from a ferry at the harbor – the 
visual rhythm quickens, the editing is tighter, there is a variety of sounds, 
the visual !eld is inhabited by movement and colours. Cloud Island ends 
with details of a building in ruins. Whether or not it is the same place that 
 we saw at the beginning of the video, the circle is in any case ideally 
closed. 

But there is one essential difference: Cloud Island actually begins from the 
sky, from the bird’s-eye view shots, zooming in. Only later, from absolute 
darkness,does a wall – scanned from right to left – emerge, making room 
for the ruins. 

Cloud Island represents a vast repertoire of models of the gaze upon 
a place, and it aligns them in the greatest and most articulated "uidity 
possible. The device that Fiona Tan puts together places her own gaze, 
that of the inhabitants of the Japanese island of Inujima, and that of the 

viewer all on the same level. The positions the camera takes are the same 
as those of the people: sitting, standing, passing by, moving away, even 
following from up close, without, however, falling into subjectivity. In other 
words, what is out of the ordinary here is the game to which our gaze is 
summoned in. A game that is made all the more enthralling not just by the 
editing, but above all by the gaze of the person being !lmed.

To be a cloud, to be an island

Yet, the opening of Cloud Island is too important to be overlooked.  
The gaze is in "ight. The approach seems slow, yet it is clearly perceptible.
If I were to hypothesize to whom the suspended gaze belongs I would 
unhesitatingly say it’s the cloud’s, which is grafted onto Fiona Tan’s and  
the viewer’s gaze. And this, in its apparent simplicity, is not at all ordinary.
Furthermore, the !rst clue as to the possible origin of the gaze expresses 
Fiona Tan’s compositional model, in whose name the direction acts 
by freeing itself of the whole latent (and often inevitable) authoritative 
dimension. The island of Inujima is not attacked, besieged, explored or 
watched in search of attractions or events of high visual or narrative 
tension. Rather, it is pervaded, crossed, literally inhabited by  
the gaze. It is not exploited. 

In this way of composing an environment, sound has a function and, 
at times an essential position. It neither imposes nor remains in the 
background. It does not guide, yet it does not abandon us. It does not  
exalt as much as it expands vision by disseminating it. At the same time,  
it suggests a curious exchange of roles: to look as if one were listening  
– making the potential sounds of the images pursue the vision – and 
listening by sustaining vision, seeking to wrest from the images the  
sounds they contain.

From archive to inventory?

“If the world is an archive what images could I ever choose?” says Fiona 
Tan in Kingdom of Shadows (2000), arranging photos and cuttings on 
her studio "oor. An essay-cum-artwork in which her personal poetics are 
founded, Kingdom of Shadows weaves together re"ections, encounters, 
testimonies, explorations and models of archives, and it is produced with 
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the evident aim of grounding the artist’s own practice by wondering what 
the images mean, !rst of all for herself. 
 
The fact that the archive is physical memory – in other words, a place 
where memory is catalogued, where the question is always how to 
organize it, how we decide what to show and what to hide or cause to 
vanish – becomes ever more evident as Fiona Tan’s investigation advances. 
Unsurprisingly, Kingdom of Shadows is a formidable manifesto for its 
awareness, its sense of the problem and position, at the start of a decade 
that is almost obsessed with the form of the archive. 
 
I wouldn’t want to have to trace a forced genealogy or draw an arbitrary 
constellation of works, nor overlook the apex that touches upon Disorient 
(2009) for a critical and political vision, but I do feel that it can be very 
productive to consider the sliding and extension toward space that is 
manifested in Disorient, Cloud Island and Inventory, a sliding that certainly 
does not overlook its roots and that perhaps originates in Fiona Tan’s 
encounter with architecture – and with her authoritative devices or those  
of latent power – and with that of the pavilion in particular.
Moreover, for Fiona Tan’s investigation the pavilion is the ideal, canonical 
context, but it is also steeped in history and stories to react to, which 
is indeed what takes place in the video A Lapse of Memory (2007), 
inspired by a visit to the extravagant Royal Pavilion in Brighton, built in 
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries for the Prince Regent (later King 
George IV) and replete with exoticism. 

“The act of looking is also the act of creating”, again from Kingdom of 
Shadows, where the confrontation is between Fiona Tan’s own gaze,  
as she peers at vintage photos, and that of an elderly sculptor who 
observes the marbles in his own studio. Such confrontation is extended to 
the portraits of people who each show an image that is important for them 
(eventually explaining why), !nally "owing into the alignment on the ground 
of images with different provenances on the part of the artist herself. 
The extension toward space that Fiona Tan shapes thus consists of two 
elements: the emergence of a dialogic device inside the works between 
the artist, the depicted subject and the incorporation of the viewer, and 
the generation of an environment. However, by environment we do not 
mean a self-contained, isolated, contemplative system, closed off to the 

world or crystallized in the ideology of site-speci!c exhibits, but rather 
a form that attempts to forge a dialogue with the viewer. The balance in 
this environment is wholly founded on an exchange of gazes, and the 
gaze that belongs to the viewer is never forced or extorted but, in a very 
natural way, performative and critical 1. This dialogic device is triggered 
in an environment by inhabiting it; it is evident in the spatial structure 
of Correction (2004), which is apparently innocuous and open. But if 
Correction – some three hundred portraits of prisoners !lmed in four 
U.S. prisons alternating on six screens – is a paradoxical Trojan horse 
(the structure and the arrangement of the benches actually evoke the 
instrument of hierarchical representation par excellence, i.e. the panoptic), 
Inventory is not so at all.

Position, composition, posture

There is no particular order, no hierarchy in the six different sources  
used for Inventory (35mm, 16mm, Super8, 8mm, DV, Video8). Fiona Tan’s 
postulate concerns the evident impossibility of having a whole image, as 
well as being able to de!nitively deduce a relationship of power between 
the media of vision and of representation. It is not possible to truly see 
Rome: it is encapsulated in John Soane’s time capsule for an ideal Rome, 
in turn encapsulated in the late eighteenth-century Neoclassical Anglo-
Saxon gaze. And it is not even possible to truly see it represented by 
moving images: each take and each support used is actually a translation. 
On the other hand, each collection is imperfect and idiosyncratic, probably 
because it begins as a real collection: both personal and private. 

But how do we make the lines and levels share a single work? What is the 
best medium, or at least the most pertinent one? If we start from a question 
– and perhaps also from a fascination of a technical nature – with Inventory 
Fiona Tan chooses to emphasize the gap: the projections are side by side 
but they do not touch. Those six degrees of separation from the reality  
of each support, from analogue to digital, are destined to remain as such.  
And if the archive is never credible, the inventory is always open and 
endless. But both the out of the ordinary gaze, and its world of 
construction, surface visibly. During Inventory, the various ‘pictures’ – 
each one relative to its own support – appear and disappear (a condition 
that also encompasses a metaphor for the condition of existence – and 
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resistance – of the supports themselves), without ever changing their 
arrangement. The score that Fiona Tan gives shape to is both visual 
and musical: it is based on weights, dimensions, tones, the grain of the 
material, the depth of differentiated vision and, thus, on tensions and 
balances, but also on associations and dissociations, range and voice-over, 
appearance and deceit.  
 
Fiona Tan begins and installs the ecosystem of balances between the 
artist, the subject of the work and the public, encouraging the typical visual 
‘baits’ offered to the gaze to be transformed into posture. And this is the 
point of adhesion and contact – embodied in the elderly woman’s face 
behind the window, inside which the landscape is merged – between Cloud 
Island and Inventory: both works perfectly exhibit their own gaze and their 
own position, position in the sense of position for !lming – that is, which 
deliberately avoids the subjective and waives the narrative voice-over –  
and as a form of composition that is alternative to the editing.
By aligning position with composition and overlapping them, Fiona Tan 
summons the public to the consciousness of a new posture: a mobile, 
multiple posture and – even when compared with the potential wonder  
of the work – a responsible one.

Andrea Lissoni, Curator, HangarBicocca, Milan

 

 
I
“Our fine arts were developed, their types and uses were established,  
in times very different from the present, by men whose power of action 
upon things was insignificant in comparison with ours. But the amazing 
growth of our techniques, the adaptability and precision they have 
attained, the ideas and habits they are creating, make it a certainty that 
profound changes are impending in the ancient craft of The Beautiful. 
In all the arts there is a physical component which can no longer be 
considered or treated as it used to be, which cannot remain unaffected  
by our modern knowledge and power. For the last twenty years neither 
matter nor space nor time has been what it was from time immemorial. 
We must expect great innovations to transform the entire technique of  
the arts, thereby affecting artistic invention itself and perhaps even 
bringing about an amazing change in our very notion of art”1. Paul Valéry

Valéry wrote this in the third decade of the last century, at a time when  
the new was welcomed and the old categorically rejected. About thirty 
years later, in a television interview recorded in 1966, the renowned 
French !lm director Jean Renoir made a striking comparison between !lm-
making and medieval tapestries. He said he missed the grain of old !lm 
stock, the tonal quality of older !lm stock no longer in production.  
To summarize, Renoir argued that technical perfection results in ugliness. 
Thus the Bayeux tapestries are beautiful because of their primitive nature, 
not in spite of, but indeed, because of their imperfection. In the centuries 
that followed, when the technique for making tapestries improved, the 
aesthetic quality of the tapestries declined greatly.

“It sometimes makes me wonder whether man’s gift for beauty isn’t in 
spite of himself. His intelligence – what a devastating force! Intelligence  
is terrible. It makes us do stupid things. What if intelligence pushes us 
toward ugliness? What if intelligence makes us slaves, admirers of all that 
is ugly? What if our tendency to imitate nature is simply a tendency toward 
ugliness? The things we choose to imitate in nature aren’t the most 

Inventory. Some Notes 

1 In this sense the choice to present Correction and, one "oor away, Disorient and Cloud Island, 
shown together, at this solo show at the MAXXI, without further dividing the preexisting space of the 
architecture with partitions, seems to me to be remarkably relevant.
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